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The construction of angle action variables for collective completely integrable 
systems is described and the associated Bohr-Sommerfeld sets are determined. The 
quantization method of Sniatycki applied to such systems gives formulas for 
multiplicities. For the Gelfand-Cetlin system on complex flag manifolds we show 
that these formulas give the correct answers for the multiplicities of the associated 
representations. 
1. INrR00UCrr0~ 
The only examples of compact symplectic manifolds which have been 
systematically studied are Kuehler manifolds. (In fact it was not until 1971 
that Thurston produced an example of a non-Kaehlerian compact symplectic 
manifold. See [lo].) Every Kaehler manifold possesses a ,natural complex 
polarization; but very few possess in addition real polarizations. There are, 
however, many interesting examples of compact symplectic manifolds on 
which there exist completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, which can be 
regarded as “real polarizations with singularities.” We have often asked 
ourselves what would happen if we applied.the machinery of geometric quan- 
tization to manifolds of this sort: i.e., what would we obtain as the “quantum 
object” associated with such a polarization ? As far as we know, the only 
examples of this sort studied up until now are rather trivial examples, such 
as the polarization of S* given by rotation about the z axis. In this paper we 
will examine a considerably less trivial example: the Gelfand-Cetlin 
polarization of the complex flag manifold in dimension n. In particular we 
will show that as far as the predictions of geometric quantization are 
concerned, this polarization and the Kaehlerian polarization yield identical 
results. This seems to us a rather striking example of the principle of 
“invariance of polarization.” 
The Gelfand-Cetlin system is a special case of a collective completely 
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integrable system. The first half of this paper is devoted to a question which 
is of interest in its own right, the construction of action-angle variables for 
such completely integrable systems. 
In Section 2 we will discuss a result of Sniatycki which says how the 
quantized object associated with a real polarization can be described in 
terms of “wave-functions” concentrated on the Bohr-Sommerfeld set, and we 
will also show that the Bohr-Sommerfeld set is very easy to characterize in 
terms of action-angle variables. In Sections 3-4 we will discuss the Bohr- 
Sommerfeld set and action-angle variables for collective completely 
integrable systems, and in Section 5 we will apply the results we obtain to 
the Gelfand-Cetlin system. Finally in Section 6 we will give a symplectic 
recipe for computing the multiplicities of the weights of irreducible represen- 
tations of SU(n) in which the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization plays the same 
role as the Kaehlerian polarization in the analogous recipe in [5 1. 
2. THE BOHR-SOMMERFELD CONDITIONS 
Let X be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold with symplectic form 0 
and 71: X + B a fiber mapping whose fibers are compact connected 
Lagrangian submanifolds of X. If the cohomology class [a] is integral then 
there exists a complex line bundle L and a connection V on L such that 
curv(V) = R. (2.1) 
A local section s: U-+ L, is said to be polarized if it is covariant constant 
along the fibers of 7~. Let S, be the sheaf of polarized sections of L, and let 
f&F S,), i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (2.2) 
be the cohomology groups of this sheaf. These are the basic “quantum data” 
associated with X and the polarization defined by rc. In [8] Sniatycki shows 
that H’(X, S,) = 0 for i # n and gives the following explicit recipe for 
computing the group, H”(X, S,). Let p be a point of B and let AP be the fiber 
above p. Let z: /1, -+ X be the inclusion map and let z*L and z*V be the 
restrictions of L and V to A,. By (2.1), curv(z*V) = 0; so on every simply 
connected subset of A,, there exists a nonvanishing covariant constant section 
of L. One says that A, satisfies the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition if there 
exists a globaZ nonvanishing covariant constant section of L on A,. Let us 
denote by S, the one-dimensional vector space of global covariant constant 
sections of z*L. Sniatycki proves that there is a canonical isomorphism 
H”(X, S) z y s, (2.3) 
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the sum taken over all points p such that Ap satisfies the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
condition. We will call the set of these p’s the Bohr-Sommerfeld set in B, 
and its pre-image in X the Bohr-Sommerfeld set in X. We will show how 
this set can be effectively computed in terms of “action-angle variables” on 
X. We first recall for the reader how action-angles variables are defined. We 
will need the following fact for the proof of which we refer to [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The fibers of n: y -+ B are n-dimensional tori. 
We also need another fact for which we will briefly sketch a proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For every point in B, we can find a neighborhood V 
such that ~2 is exact on n-‘(V). 
Proof Let p E B. Its preimage K’(P) is Lagrangian by assumption, so 
$2 restricted to z-‘(p) vanishes. We can find a neighborhood V, of p such 
that z- l(p) is a deformation retract of n- l(V). The inclusion map of rc ’ (p) 
into z-‘(V) then induces an isomorphism on cohomology, so &I is exact on 
n-‘(v). 
Now given pO E B choose a neighborhood V of p,, in B over which the 
fibration rr is trivial. For each P E V choose a basis y,(p),..., y,(p) of the 
homology group, H,(A,, integers). It is clear that the yi’s can be chosen to 
depend continuously on p. By Proposition 2.2 there exists a one-form a on 
n- ‘(V) such that da = 0. Set 
f,(P) = jy,(y, a* 
I 
(2.4) 
Since a is closed on A,, (2.4) is well defined and depends moothly on p; so 
f, ,..., f, are a system of smooth functions on V. It is not hard to show that 
they are, in fact, a coordinate system. By definition they are action coor- 
dinates on V. Let us see to what extent hey depend on the choice of a and of 
they,‘s.Ifa=da=da’onn-‘(V),thenp=a’-aisclosed.Ifpandqare 
any two points on V, y,(p) and yi(q) are cohomologous; so 
ci being a constant not depending on p and q. Thus if we replace a by a’, fi 
gets replaced by fi + ci. Suppose next that we replace y, ,..., y, by another 
family of cohomology classes ri ,..., r:. Then for all p E V 
K!(P) = 1 aijYj(P)9 
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(aij) being an invertible matrix with integer entries. Hence 
in other words, the only ambiguous parameters involved in the choice of a 
system of action variables on V are the constants, cir and the matrix of 
integers (aij). From this we easily deduce 
THEOREM 2.3. If B is simply connected, there exists a global system of 
action coordinates on B. 
Suppose now that p and q are two distinct points of B. Let B, be an open 
simply connected subset of B containing p and q. By Theorem 2.3 there 
exists a globally defined system of action coordinatesf, ...,f, on B,. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that f,(p) = . . . =f,(p) = 0. We will prove 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose p is in the Bohr-Sommerfeld set. Then q is in 
the Bohr-Sommerfeld set if and only iff,(q), fi(q), etc. are integers. 
Proof Let b(t), 0 Q t < 1, be a smooth simple curve in B joining p to q 
and let ri = lJ y,(b(t)). ri is a smooth two-dimensional submanifold of X 
with boundary 8ri = y,(p) U yi(q). If we transport a nonzero section of L 
parallel to itself around yi(p) we get a monodromy constant M,(p), and for 
y,(q) we get a similar monodromy constant M,(q). By a theorem of Kostant 
171, p. 1081 
M,(q) = Mi(p) e*“Q 1 8. (2.6) 
However, by Stokes’ theorem 
c 0 =fik) -f,(P); ri 
so these monodromy constants are related by the formula 
Mi(q) e-*7d=fics) = Mi(p) e-2”d7fdP~. (2.7) 
By assumption, h(p) = 0; and, since p is a Bohr-Sommerfeld point 
M,(p) = 1. Therefore, q is a Bohr-Sommerfeld point if and only if the 
Mi(q)‘s are all one, i.e., if and only if theJ(q)‘s are integers. Q.E.D. 
If B is simply connected, then the action coordinates are globally defined 
and map B locally diffeomorphically onto an open subset B of R”. As a 
corollary of Theorem 2.4 we obtain 
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THEOREM 2.5. Under the map of B onto 8 the Bohr-Sommerfeld set is 
mapped into the set of integer lattice points in B. 
We conclude this section by giving another description of the action 
variables which we make use of in the next section. Let V be an open subset 
of B and p a closed one-form on V. Let <, be the symplectic vector field on 
n-‘(v) defined by 
t(c&) R = x*/f. (2.8) 
Since the restriction of ,U to the fibers of TC is zero, &, is tangent to these 
fibers. Let exp t(,,, -co < t < a, be the one-parameter group of symplec- 
tomorphisms generated by r,,. Let us denote by dy the set of all closed one- 
forms ~1 on V such that exp <,, is the identity. If V is simply connected one 
can show 
THEOREM 2.6. (1) The set &” is a free finitely generated Abelian 
group of rank equal to the dimension of B. 
(2) Let f, ,..., f, be action coordinates on V. Then df, ,..., dfn are a set 
of generators of s$. Conversely every set of generators ofdv is of this form. 
See [2, Theorems 1.1 and 1.21. 
3. BOHR-SOMMERFELD CONDITIONS FOR 
COLLECTIVE COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS 
Let X be a symplectic manifold with symplectic form 0, G a connected 
Lie group and @: X+ g* the moment mapping associated with a 
Hamiltonian action of G on X, Let (L, V) be a line bundle with connection 
such that curv(V) = R. By means of the moment mapping we can construct 
an “infinitesimal” representation of G on sections of the line bundle L. More 
explicitly, given <E g let [ be the vector field on X corresponding ta 
for every section s of L set . 
D,s = Vis + 27@,s, 
where dr = (@, c?j). It is easy to check that [DI, D,] = Dll,ql, i.e., (3. 
5 and 
(3.1) 
) is a 
representation of the Lie algebra g by first order differential operators on 
sections of L. We will say that the action of G on X is pre-quantizable if 
there is a global representation of G on sections of L for which (3.1) is the 
corresponding infinitesimal representation, From now on in this section we 
will assume this to be the case. 
A Hamiltonian function on X of the form H 0 @, where H is a smooth 
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function on g* is said to be a collective Hamiltonian. If a collection of 
functions - 
Hi o @, i = l,..., N (3.2) 
forms a completely integrable system we will say that (3.2) is a collective 
completely integrable system. There are many interesting examples of such 
systems. (See, for instance, [8].) W e will discuss one such example, the 
Gelfand-Cetlin system, in Section 5. 
Let P be a co-adjoint orbit in g*, and let Z = @-l(P). Modulo some 
nondegeneracy assumptions on @- and e which we will not bother to 
describe here, 2 is a co-isotropic submanifold of X. Let Z, be the reduced 
manifold obtained from Z by quotienting Z by the null-foliation, and let 
ar : Z,-+ g* be the reduced moment mapping. In [6] we show that if a 
collective- completely integrable system of form (3.2) exists then the 
following two equivalent conditions hold: 
Z is a finite union of G-orbits. (3.3,,) 
@3r maps Z, diffeomorphically onto P. (3.3”) 
The condition (3.3,) (or (3.3,)) is necessary for (3.2) to be completely 
integrable, but it is obviously not sufficient. We show in [6] that this 
condition has to be complemented by a condition on the Hi’s: Let (0’ be an 
orbit which intersects # nondegenerately and let 
be the restrictions of the Hi’s to P. The common level surfaces of these 
functions define a foliation on d (with singularities). For (3.2) to be 
completely integrable this foliation has to be Lagrangian, i.e., has to define a 
completely integrable system on P. 
By Kirillov-Kostant every co-adjoint orbit is a Hamiltonian G-space. 
Those orbits for which the action of G is prequantizable are called integrable 
orbits. (For a more concrete characterization of these orbits, see below.) In 
this section we will show that if the action of G on X is pre-quantizable and 
either of the conditions (3.3,), (3.3,) holds, the problem of determining the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld set for (3.2) can be reduced to the problem of determining 
the Bohr-Sommerfeld set for (3.3,) for each integrable P. 
As we saw in Section 2 the problem of determining the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
set for a completely integrable system is closely allied to the problem of 
determining a system of “action variables” for the system. We will show that 
for collective systems of form (3.2) satisfying (3.3,) this problem can be 
reduced to the analogous problem for the system (3.3,). For this we will 
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need to recall, from [3], some facts about collective Hamiltonians of the 
form Ho @, where H is Ad G* invariant. The first such fact we need is 
PROPOSITION 3.1. H o @ Poisson-commutes with every Hamiltonian 
function of the form F o @, (i.e., with every collective Hamiltonian). 
ProoJ Let F and H be function on g*. At each point, p E g* we define 
the Poisson bracket 
to be the Poisson bracket at p of the restrictions of F and H to the orbit 
passing through p. It is clear from this definition that if H is (Ad G)* 
invariant {F, H},, = 0; (for, in this case, the restriction of H to the orbit 
through p is constant.) In view of this fact Proposition 3.1 is an immediate 
consequence of the following general fact, for the proof of which we refer to 
[31. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For any pair of smooth functions F and H on g*, 
{@*F, @*H} = @*{F, H}p*. 
The second fact we need is a prescription for integrating the Hamiltonian 
flow associated with Ho @. We first recall that if V is a vector space and H 
a function on V, there is a canonical mapping 
iuH :v-+ V” 
called the Legendre transform. It is defined as follows: If p E V, then, 
because V is a vector space there is a canonical identification of V with the 
tangent space to V at p, i.e., a canonical map ,$, : V+ T,. Now set 
%(P) = l:(dH,). (3.4) 
If x , ,..., x, are coordinates on V and y, ,..., y, dual coordinates, then in terms 
of these coordinates YH is just the mapping 
f3H 
Yi=q’ i = l,..., n. 
Now let H be an invariant function on g*. Then for eachfE g*, Y”df) is an 
element r of g. For the following see [3]: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let &, be the Hamiltonian vector field associated with 
H o @, let p E X, f = a(p) and < = YH(f ). Then the trajectory of &, through 
p is 
(exp tt> P, -m<t<m. (3.5) 
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Theorem 2.6 tells us that to find action coordinates for system (3.2) we 
should look for invariant functions H on g* such that the trajectories of <,, 
are periodic with integer period. We will show how to construct such 
functions, using (3.5), when the group G is compact. Let T be a Cartan 
subgroup of G, j its Lie algebra and 1 the space of T invariant elements in 
g*. We may identify 1 with i* the dual of t. Let J,* c i denote the positive 
Weyl chamber in i. It is defined so that every co-adjoint orbit intersectsf: 
in one and just one point; so we have a surjective mapping 
p:g*+j+* (3.6) 
with the property that the pre-image of fE_t,* is the orbit through f. This 
mapping is a smooth fiber mapping over Int -c: and is continuous on all of 
g”. 
Now let < Ef. Because of the pairing between _t and _t*, r defines a linear 
function 1, on f* and, by restriction, a function 1: on _t,*. Let ffl = 1: o p. 
This function is a continuous function on all of g* and is smooth on the set 
of regular elements, greg, of g. (By definition gr, is the pre-image of Int _t ,* 
with respect o /I.) We will now compute the trajectories of the Hamiltonian 
flow associated with H, o @. We will have to confine ourselves, of course, to 
those points for which this flow is defined; i.e., those points, p E X for which 
Q(P) =f is in greE. Since H, 0 @ is G-invariant we can without loss of 
generality, assume that f E Int _t ,*. We will show in a second that in this case. 
with H= H,, 
qf(f) = t. (3.7) 
Deferring for the moment the proof of (3.7) we conclude thet with H = H, 
then at all points p E X such that Q(p) E Intf,* the trajectory of &, through 
p is 
(exp t<) P, -co<t<m. (3.8) 
Recall now that since T is a torus the exponential mapping of_t into T is a 
morphism of Abelian groups and its kernel r is a lattice subgroup of _t. Thus 
if c E r the one parameter subgroup, exp ttj, -co < t < co. is periodic with 
integer period. From (3.8) we conclude 
THEOREM 3.4. If r E r the Hamiltonian jlow associated with H, o @ is 
periodic with integer period. 
We must still prove (3.7). This is equivalent to proving that for all 
VE Tjg* =g* 
dH,Q’) = (t, 0 (3.9) 
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This is true by definition if VE_~ *. On the other hand if V is tangent to the 
orbit d through f the left-hand side of (3.9) is zero since H is an invariant 
function; so we will be done if we can show that for V tangent to P at f, 
(<, V) = 0. This in turn will be true if we can show that the tangent space to 
r” at f is annihilator of _t in g *. Since f is a regular element of g* the isotropy 
algebra off is _t; so this is a special case of the following general fact for the 
proof of which we refer to [4]. 
LEMMA. Let G be a Lie group, g its Lie algebra, P a co-adjoint orbit in 
g”, and f a point of p. Then the tangent space to P at S, regarded as a 
subspace of g* is & where g, is the isotropy algebra ofJ _ 
We return now to the construction of action variables for system (3.2). 
Suppose we can construct action variables for system (3.3,) so that these 
variables vary smoothly as we vary b, i.e., suppose we can find a set of 
functions r? r ,..., fik on some open subset of g,*,, such that for every orbit P 
the restrictions of the tits to P are a system of action coordinates for (3.3,). 
Let ri Ef, 1 < i < dim1 be a set of generators for r. We will prove 
THEOREM 3.5. There exist (ad G)* invariant functions, HP, 1 < i < k, 
such that if H; = Bi - HP, then 
H,, 0 @ ,..., H,, o @, H; o Q,..., H; 0 0 (3.10) 
are a system of action coordinates on X. 
Proof: We will show in the next section that if H is a function defined on 
an open subset of g* with the property that for every co-adjoint orbit P the 
restriction of H tdP generates a periodic Hamiltonian flow of period one, 
then we can subtract from it an invariant function, Ho such that if 
H’ = H - Ho, then H’ o @ generates a Hamiltonian flow on X with the same 
property. Now apply this result to each of the Hi’s and let HI be the 
modified Hi. By Theorem 2.6, (3.10) will form a system of action coor- 
dinates providing they have the correct functional dimension at generic 
points of X. However, this is a consequence of condition (3.3,). (Note that 
the Hi’s correspond to Hamiltonian vector fields which are tangent to the 
null-foliation at generic points of 2.) Q.E.D. 
Finally we will return to the problem of determining the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
set of system (3.2). Corresponding to the lattice r in _t is a dual lattice r* in 
_t*. We will call an orbit c” in g* an integral orbit if Fp intersects _t,* in a 
lattice point. By a theorem of Kostant [7] these orbits are precisely the ones 
which are pre-quantizable as Hamiltonian G-spaces. We will prove 
THEOREM 3.6. Let x be a point of X and let f = Q(x). Suppose the co- 
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adjoint orbit Cty through f intersects @ nondegenerately. Then x is in the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld set tf and only tf Fp is an integral orbit and f is in the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld set for the system (3.3,). 
Proof. Let T be the isotropy group off: Since f is regular, T is a Cartan 
subgroup of G. Let M be the T-orbit through x. Since @ is equivariant, 
@(ax) = a@(x) = af=f, so @ is constant on M, and so are the functions 
(3.2). Therefore, if x is in the Bohr-Sommerfeld set, there exists a nonzero 
covariant constant section s : M -+ L. From the fact that T leaves M fixed it 
follows that the action of T on sections of L maps this section into a 
multiple of itself; i.e., there exists a character y : T-1 S’ such that if a E T, 
as = y(a) s. To determine this character we will go back to formula (3.1). 
Since s is covariant constant this formula says that for all { EJ, 
5s = (2ni@, 4) s = 2ni(f <) s on M. Hence for exp r E T, y(exp <) = e2Ri(f,b). 
In particular, if r E r, exp r = 1 so (x 0 IS an integer. This shows that f is in 
the dual lattice to f, and that F is an integral orbit as claimed. Now let 
2 = Q-‘(P). As we noted above, Z is a co-isotropic sub-manifold of X. 
Moreover, if x and A4 are as above, M is the leaf of the null-foliation through 
x. Since the restriction of L to M admits a flat connection which varies 
smoothly as x and it4 vary in Z, the restriction of L to Z is the pull-back of 
a line bundle L, on the reduced space Z,. By (3.3,) Z,.and P are identical as 
Hamiltonian G-spaces. Moreover, a slightly strengthened version of (3.3,) 
says that L, is the quantum line bundle on P. Thus if x is in the Bohr- 
Sommerfeld set of X its image in Z, is in the reduced Bohr-Sommerfeld set, 
or, what amounts to the same thing, Q(x) is in the Bohr-Sommerfeld set of 
/n. 
4. COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIANS ALL OF 
WHOSE TRAJECTORIES ARE PERIODIC 
Let X be a Hamiltonian G-space with moment mapping @: X -+ g* and H 
a smooth function defined on an open subset of g*. Suppose- that the 
Hamiltonian flow associated with H o @ is periodic. Then it is clear that for 
every orbit P the Hamiltonian flow associated with the restriction of H to P 
is periodic. The converse, however, need not be true. There are “nutation” 
effects (of the kind encountered even in very simple collective motions like 
those of tops) which can make the flow associated with H o @ aperiodic. We 
will show, however, that these effects can be eliminated by modifying H by 
an appropriately “averaged” Hamiltonian, Ho. Explicitly we will prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H be a smooth function deJned on an open subset of 
g*. Suppose that for every co-adjoint orbit F? the restriction of H to f 
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generates a Hamiltonian flow which is periodic of period one. Then there 
exists an (Ad G)* invariant function, Ho, on g* with the following universal 
property. Let H’ = H - Ho. Then, for every- Hamiltonian G-space X with 
moment mapping @: X-+ g” the Hamiltonian flow associated with H’ o @ is 
- periodic of period one. 
Remark. In the course of proving this theorem we will give a fairly 
explicit recipe for obtaining Ho. 
Proof We begin by describing how to compute the Hamiltonian flow 
associated with H 0 @ for any function H on g*. A special case of the result 
we are about to describe was already mentioned in Section 3. (See 
Proposition 3.3.) Let p be a point of X, let f = Q(p) and let d be the orbit 
throughJ: The restriction of H to d generates a Hamiltonian flow on b. Let 
y(t) be the trajectory of this flow with y(O) =J: Applying the Legendre 
transform to this curve we get a curve 
r(t) = % Y(t) (4.1) 
in g. By integrating the system of first order differential equations. 
r(t) = s(t) - ’ g7 g(0) = identity, (4.2) 
we get a curve g(t) in the group G. Now G acts on X on the left; so we can 
apply g(t) to p to get a curve in X 
70) = g(t) P* (4.3) 
We now claim 
THEOREM 4.2. The curve (4.3) is the integral curve through p of the 
collective motion associated with H 0 @. 
For the proof, see [3]. Notice that if y is periodic of period one, system 
(4.2) is also periodic of period one. But, of course the solution of (4.3) need 
not be periodic. 
Suppose now that H is a function with the property described in Theorem 
4.1, i.e., for every co-adjoint orbit B the restriction of H to B generates a
Hamiltonian flow which is periodic of period one. Consider the cotangent 
bundle of G, T*G, as a Hamiltonian G-space by letting G act on it on the 
left, and let @,: T*G +g* be the associated moment map. Let & be the 
Hamiltonian flow associated with H o ap, and let f: T*G + T*G be the 
mapping obtained by evaluating the trajectories of this flow at time one; i.e., 
f = exp &. It is clear that f is symplectic. We will prove 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. f commutes both with the left action of G on T*G and 
with the right action of G on T*G. 
ProoJ: The left action of G on T*G commutes with the right action, so 
all collective Hamiltonians Ho @)t commute with the right action of G on 
T*G. We claim that to show that f commutes with the left action of G T*G 
it is enough to show that OL of = QL. Indeed if this is the case, then for 
every ( E g, f *& = q5s, where $r = (&, <). Let r^ be the Hamiltonian vector 
field on T*G associated with the infinitesimal eft action of G on T*G. Since 
f is symplectic and preserves #r it preserves & (Recall that r^ is the 
Hamiltonian vector field associated with $*.) Thus f commutes with the 
infinitesimal left action of G on T*G, and, therefore, since G is connected. 
with the global left action of G. 
We still must prove that @, of =f: Let p E T*G and let q = Q(p). Let r 
be the co-adjoint orbit through q, let H, be the restriction of H to P and let 
& be the Hamiltonian vector field defined by H,. By Theorem 4.2 
@, 1 (ev G)(P) 1 = (exp GXs>. 
Since exp t&, -co < t < ~13, is periodic of period one and f = exp & this 
proves that GL of = GL. Q.E.D. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 4.1 comes down to the problem of determining 
all bi-invariant symplectic mappings on T*G. Let T be the Cartan subgroup 
of G. Let T,* be the cotangent space of the identity element of G, and let _t* 
be the subspace of T,* which is left fixed by the adjoint action of Ton T,*. If 
we identify T,* with g*, _t* gets identified with the dual of the Lie algebra of 
T. Now every point in T*G can be conjugated to a point in T,* by the left 
action of G, and every point in T,* can be conjugated to a point in j* by the 
adjoint action of G; so we have proved that f is completely determined by its 
restriction to _t*. Next consider the set of points in T*G which are fixed by 
the adjoint action of T. It is a general fact about symplectic actions of 
compact groups that the set of fixed points is always a symplectic 
submanifold of the ambient space. In our case this manifold consists of the 
set of left translates by T of j* (regarded as a subspace of T,*) and can be 
identified with the cotangent bundle of the group, P, i.e., T*(T). Since f 
commutes with the adjoint action of T on T*G, it leaves this set fixed, and 
hence induces a symplectic mapping f of T*(T) into itself. By our previous 
remark, f is completely determined by 5 Notice also that the restriction of 
Qp, to T*(T) is just the moment mapping Qp, associated with the canonical 
action of T on T*(T); so QT o?= Qp,. Finally notice that f commutes with 
the adjoint action of the Weyl group on T*(T). We will show how to 
determine all symplectic mappings of T*(T) with these two properties. 
Identify T*(T) with T x_t* by means of the canonical T-invariant 
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trivialization, and identify T with t/r, where r is the integral lattice in J. 
Then we have a covering map 
T*(T) A_t X-C* 
which is symplectic providing we give _t X-C* its standard linear symplectic 
structure. Therefore, 7 lifts to a symplectic mapping f such that 
commutes. But for every such symplectic mapping we can find a function Ho 
on _t* such that for all (v, a) E_t XJ* 
f<U, a) = (u + %0(a), a) (4.4) 
9’$, being the Legendre transform. In our case Ho has to be Weyl group 
invariant, so it extends to an (Ad G)*-invariant function on g* by means of 
(3.6). Consider now the collective Hamiltonian Ho o Gr. This commutes 
with Ho QL by Proposition 3.1, and if &, is the Hamiltonian vector field 
associated with Ho o Qr., exp {Ho = f on the fixed point set of T by (4.4), and 
hence on all of T*G because of the fact that both exp CM0 and f are bi- 
invariant. Thus if we set H’ = H - Ho and let &,, be the Hamiltonian vector 
field on X associated with H’ o @,, then exp 6, = (exp &)(exp &,)i = 
identity. This proves that the Hamiltonian flow associated with H’ 0 aL on 
T*G is periodic of period one. However, if we compute the trajectory of this 
flow, with initial point lying in the fiber above e in T*G, using recipe (4.3); 
we see that the curves g(t) solving (4.2) are periodic of period one. 
Therefore, by recipe (4.3), the flow associated with H’ is periodic of period 
one for al2 Hamiltonian G-spaces. 
5. THE GELFAND~ETLIN SYSTEM 
Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, g the Lie algebra of G and X a 
co-adjoint orbit in g*. X is a Hamiltonian G-space, and its moment mapping 
is just the inclusion mapping I : X+ g *. Let K be a closed subgroup of G and 
_k its Lie algebra. X is automatically a Hamiltonian K-space and its moment 
mapping @ : X+ _k* is the composite mapping 
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K being the transpose of the inclusion mapping of _k into g. If H, and H, are 
Poisson-commuting functions on &* (with respect to the Poisson bracket 
{ , }ke), then by Proposition 3.2, H, o @ and H, o @ are Poisson-commuting 
functions on X. In particular, if one of these functions is K-invariant, H, and 
H, are Poisson-commuting and, hence, so are H, 0 @ and H, 0 @. 
Now let G=K,~K,~... 2 K, be a nested sequence of connected, 
closed subgroups of G, and let Qi ; X-1 47 be the moment mapping 
associated with the action of Ki on X. Notice that by (5.1) 
Qi=Kio @ (5.2) 
and 
Qi= Kii 0 Gj for i>j, (5.3) 
where ICY is the transpose of the inclusion map & + g and tcij the transpose of 
the inclusion map ki + kj. For each i let Hji), 1 <j < ri = rank Ki, be a 
system of generators for the ring of invariant functions on k*. Then the set 
of functions 
H!” o pi, J l<j,<ri, l,<i<s, (5.4) 
form a Poisson-commuting family on X. We will call (5.4) a Gelfand-Cetlin 
system providing it is completely integrable, i.e., providing that at generic 
points x of X, the Hamiltonian vector fields associated with functions (5.4) 
span a Lagrangian subspace of 7’,. An example of such a system for the 
group G = U(n) will be described in detail. 
For Gelfand-Cetlin systems, it is relatively easy to construct a system of 
action variables. Let T be a Cartan subgroup of G and let T = TO 3 T, I . . . 
3 T, be a sequence of subgroups of T such that Ti is a Cartan subgroup of 
K,. Let (@)+ be a positive Weyl chamber in _t?-. By (3.6) there is a 
continuous mapping 
For c E fi let 1, be the linear function on _tT associated with < and let 1; be 
the restriction of I, to Q,?), . For each i choose a basis 
of the integer lattice in ii. By Theorem 3.5 the system of functions 
lw” = ‘Cj 0 pi 0 ai, J 1 <j<ri, 1 <i<s, (5.5) 
is a system of action variables on X. 
Suppose now that X is an integral co-adjoint orbit. Then the action of G 
on X is pre-quantizable, and from Theorem 3.6 we readily deduce 
SSO/S2/l-9 
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THEOREM 5.1. A point x E X is in the Bohr-Sommerfeld set of system 
(5.4) if and only iffor all 1 < i < s, Q!(x) lies on an integral co-aa’joint orbit 
in _kT. 
We will now describe the classical Gelfand-Cetlin system associated with 
the group G = U(n). Let Ki, 1 ( i < n, be the subgroup of G consisting of all 
n X n matrices of the form 
(5.6) 
with B E U(n -i) and (O,,..., 8,)ElR’. Thus K,=G and K,=T=the 
Cartan subgroup of U(n). We can show that with this choice of a nested 
sequence of subgroups, system (5.4) is completely integrable for all co- 
adjoint X in g*. (See [6, 91.) To describe the action variables for this system, 
we make the standard canonical identification of g* with the space 
fl u(n) of n x n H ermitian matrices. Under this identification the positive 
Weyl chamber _t,* in g* gets identified with the space of diagonal matrices, 
A=(a,) with a,,>c&,>...>a,,. Thus with a,, = Izi we can identify J: 
with the set 
By (3.6) there is a one-one correspondence between co-adjoint orbits’in g 
and points of _t,*. In terms of the identifications we have just made, th& 
correspondence reduces to the following: Given A= (A, ,..., A,) in set (5.7) 
the co-adjoint orbit corresponding to it consists of all Hermitian matrices 
whose eigenvalues are A, ,.,., A,,; i.e., the co-adjoint orbits are precisely the 
sets 
PA = {A E fl u(n), SpecA = {A, ..., A,}]. (5.8) 
Under the identification of g* with fl u(n), &jr gets identitied with the 
set of Hermitian matrices of the form 
A= (5.9) 
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with B E fl u(n - i) and (/3,,..., 0J E R’. Moreover, the projection map 
K~: g* + 4: is the following map. Given A L-. (akl) E fl u(n) its image 
with respect o ~~ is the matrix A” = (&), where 
a’k, = 0, if k#l andkor l>n-ii, 
=akl, otherwise. (5.10) 
Now let X = fl?. The action variables, (5.5) are easy to describe in terms of 
the mapping, K~. Let A E X, i.e., let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix with 
eigenvalues 1, ,..., I,. Let A, be the n x n Hermitian matrix KJA), i.e., the 
matrix (5.10). Let py’,..., p’,) be the eigenvalues of Ai ordered so that 
,u~‘>#~,, 1 <r<n-i, and,ufli+*= 0,, 1 <p < i, the BP’s being the same 
as the @,,‘s in (5.9). Then the value of the function Mj” at the point A in X is 
just the eigenvalue ,~j”, i.e., 
M;“(A) = pf). (5. I 1) 
We will now discuss some of the properties of these functions. Consider first 
of all the functions Mj = M,(I). By an elementary application of the 
“mini-max” principle we can see that 
n,~M,>,~,~...>,1,-,~M,~,>,~,. (5.12) 
As for M, it is determined from the other M,‘s by the obvious identity 
xMi=x;li. (5.13) 
We leave Proposition 5.2 as an easy exercise for the reader. (See 161.) 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Given an n-tuple of real numbers (u,,...,,u”) such that 
n,>pl>**.gkn n-, > ,u,-, 2 ,I,, and C iui = C Ai, there exists a matrix, 
A E X, such that M,(A) =,uj for all j. 
Notice that if Izi = li+, , then the function Mi is constantly equal to 1;. On 
the other hand, if li > &+, we can show 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The function Mi is smooth on the set ,Ii > M, > Lii , . 
Moreover, suppose that for a sequence of indices, i, < i, < . . . < i,, 
/li, > ‘i,+ 1. Then on the set 
the exterior derivatives of the functions Mi,,..., Mi, are everywhere linearlv 
independent. 
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Proof: See [6]. 
Consider next the function Mj . (‘) For these functions we has results 
analogous to these above, namely, 
MJ’-“>M:“>M:‘-I’> . . . >M;~i”>M;~i>M;‘i+,, (5.14) 
M” - 1) = M”’ 
r r Y r>n-i+l, (5.15) 
i M~)=~&, (5.16) 
S=l 
The analog of Proposition 5.2 says that given any sequence of real numbers, 
@, 1 < i < n, 1 <j < n satisfying 
and 
Pr (i-1) = PC0 r r>n-itl, (5.20) 
then there exist a Hermitian matrix A E X such that M,!“(A) =@. The 
analog of Proposition 5.3 says that the functions M,!” are smooth and their 
derivatives linearly independent whenever inequalities (5.12) and (5.14) are 
strict. For instance if 1, > A, > a.. > A,, then at points where inequalities 
(5.12) and (5.14) are strict, exactly n(n - 1)/2 of functions (5.5) are 
independent. On the other hand the dimension of X is n(n - 1); so this 
proves that system (5.4) is completely integrable as we claimed above. We 
leave as an exercise for the reader to show that (5.4) is completely integrable 
when1,=1,>1,>... > A,. (Notice that in this case fewer of the functions 
MJ” are independent; however, on the other hand, the dimension of X is 
smaller.) 
The orbit X is integral if the Ai’s are integers. For such orbits the Bohr- 
Sommerfeld set can be determined easily from Theorem 5.1 (or 
Theorem 2.5). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. A point, A E X, is in the Bohr-Sommerfeld set of 
system (5.4) if and only ifM,!“(A) is an integer for all i and j. 
Remark. Strictly speaking we should consider as points of the Bohr- 
Sommerfeld set those points A E X at which the Mji)‘s are smooth and their 
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derivatives are linearly independent since it is only at those points that (5.5) 
can be regarded as defining a genuine polarization of X. However, the 
temptation is irresistable to add to this set the “degenerate” leaves of the 
polarisation (5.5) for which the Bohr-Sommerfeld conditions are satisfied. 
Observe finally that it it is easy to compute the number of leaves of 
polarization (5.5) satisfying the Bohr-Sommerfeld conditions. This is just the 
number of integer sequences, psi), 1 < i < n, 1 <j < n, satisfying inequalities 
(5.17)-(5.20). 
6. SOME “INDEPENDENCE OF POLARIZATION" RESULTS 
The co-adjoint orbits (5.8) all possess canonical G-invariant Kaehler 
structures. For instance, if A, > 1, > +.. > A,,, the co-adjoint orbit c1 is just 
the standard complex flag manifold. If the Iz,‘s are integers then, as we 
pointed out above, the orbit X = flA is an integral orbit and the action of G 
on it is prequantizable. Let L be the pre-quantum line bundle on X and V its 
connection. A local section, s: U -+ L, is said to be polarized (with respect o 
the Kaehlerian polarization) if V,s = 0 for all anti-holomorphic vector fields, 
t;. The polarized sections of L form a sheaf, S; and the basic “quantum data” 
associated with the Kaehlerian polarization are the co-homology groups 
H’W, 9, i = 0, l,.... (f-5.1) 
Since the Kaehlerian polarization is G-invariant, there is a natural represen- 
tation of G on each of these spaces. The Bott-Borel-Weil theorem (see [ 1)) 
says that H’(X, S) = 0 for i > 0 and that the representation of G on H’(X, S) 
is irreducible and is exactly the irreducible representation of G with maximal 
weight (A, ,..., A,). 
On the other hand consider the Gelfand-Cetlin system (5.4). We can think 
of this as a “degenerate” real polarization of X. The quantum data 
associated with this polarization are the cohomology groups (2.2) and the 
analog of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem is the identity (2.3) which says that 
all of these cohomology groups except the middle dimensional one are zero, 
and that this group is identical with the space of “wave-functions” concen- 
trated on the Bohr-Sommerfeld set. Of course, strictly speaking (2.3) is true 
only on the open subset of X on which the polarization (5.4) is nonsingular; 
however, the temptation is irresistible to add to the right-hand side of (2.3) 
the contributions from the “degenerate” leaves, and this is what we will do 
below. 
We will now investigate the question of “independence of polarization”: Is 
the quantum object we obtain from the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization the same 
as the quantum object we obtain from the Kaehlerian polarization? For the 
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moment we will regard these quantum objects simply as finite-dimensional 
vector spaces. Then the answer to this question is affirmative: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p = pn be the irreducible representation of U(n) with 
maximal weight (A, ,..,, A,). Then the dimension of the vector space V = V, 
on which this representation is defined is equal to the cardinality of the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld set of system (5.4). 
The proof of this theorem is based on a theorem of Hermann Weyl. Let us 
think of U(n - 1) as sitting inside U(n) as the set of all unitary matrices of 
the form A = (aij) with a,., = ani = 0 for i # n and a,,,, = 1. If we restrict pn 
to U(n - l), then VA breaks up into a direct sum of subspaces. 
such that U(n - 1) acts irreducibly on VWClj. The theorem of Hermann Weyl 
asserts: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Each irreducible representation of U(n - 1) occurs at 
most once in sum (6.2) and those representations which occur are preci!ely 
the representations with maximal weight (ui”,..., p!,‘? ,) where 
(6.3) 
Consider now the group K, 3 U(n - 1). (See (5.6).) Since K, is just the 
product of U(n - 1) with the center of U(n) decomposition (6.2) is also a 
decomposition of V into K,-irreducibles, and we get the following variant of 
Proposition 6.2. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Every irreducible representation of K, occur at most 
once in sum (6.2) and those representations which occur are precisely the 
representations with maximal weight (,u$“,..., ,u$“), where 
Next consider the group K,. If we restrict the representation p to K, each 
of the summands VrrClj in (6.2) breaks up into a direct sum of irreducible K,- 
spaces 
From Proposition 6.2 we again easily deduce 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. Every irreducible representation of K, occurs at most 
once in sum (6.6) and those representations which occur are precisely the 
representations with maximal weight (pi*),..., pi*‘), where 
PI (I) > ,L$’ > ,Lp > , 
. . . >p”J >pu’y >pu”‘J / ” 2/ n 2/ n 1) (6.7) 
(I) _ (2) Pn -fin 9 (6.8) 
and 
(6.9) 
It is clear how to continue this procedure. Each of the summands VPt2, in 
(6.6) breaks up into a sum of K,-irreducibles, each of these into a direct sum 
of K,-irreducibles and so on. By iterating n times, we final1 decompose V 
into a direct sum of K,-irreducibles, where K, = T = the Cartan subgroup of 
U(n). But each of these K,-irreducibles is one dimensional; so we have 
proved 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The dimension of the vector space VA is equal to the 
number of integral solutions pj (i’, 1 < < n, 1 <j < n, of the system of ine- 
qualities 
&>.Y>&,,~ l<r<n-1, (6. IO) 
and 
p(i- 1) 
i- 
= pp, t>n-i+ 1. (6.13) 
Equations (6.10)-(6.13) are identical with Eqs. (5.17)-(5.20). However, 
we showed in Section 5 that the number of integral solutions of Eqs. (5.17) 
(5.20) is equal to the cardinality of the Bohr-Sommerfeld set; so Theorem 
6.1 is proved. 
Since T=K,, the actions of T on X preserves the Gelfand-Cetlin 
polarization. Using this fact we will prove a somewhat sharper version of 
Theorem 6.1. Let @: X+f* be the moment mapping associated with the 
action of T on X. If we identity _t* with R” as in (5.7) then 
@ = (My’,..., My). (6.14) 
Let a = (0~~ ,..., a,) be a regular value of @ and let 2, = @ - ‘(a). 
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It is clear that the action of T preserves 2. Let F be the quotient of T by 
the center of U(n). We can show that T# acts freely on Z, for all regular 
values a of @; so the quotient space 
Ma = Z,/T (6.15) 
is a manifold. This manifold is the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space 
associated with a. Marsden and Weinstein have shown that it possesses a
symplectic form, 0, such that if J2 is the symplectic form on X, IC the 
projection of Z, on M, and I the inclusion map of Z, into X, then 
r*f2 = 7PQ2,. (6.16) 
We can show (see 131) that Z, is pre-quantizable if and only if 
a = (a, )...) a,) is an n-tuple of integers. Moreover, let L, be the pre-quantum 
line bundle on M, and Va its connection. Then L and Va are related to L 
and V by the formulas 
7PL, = I *L and Tr*v, = I “V. (6.17) 
The Kaehlerian polarization induces, in a functorial way a Kaehlerian 
polarization of M, (lot. cit.). The same is also true of the Gelfand-Cetlin 
polarization as we can easily see by the following argument. Consider 
functions (5.4) which define the Gelfand-Cetlin system. These functions are 
T-invariant; so if we restrict them to Z, they are constant along the fiber of 
71 and so define a family of functions on M,. By (6.16) these functions 
Poisson-commute; and a simple dimension count shows that there are 
enough of them, so that the system defined by them is completely integrable. 
We will refer to this system from now on as the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization 
of M. As above we want to investigate the question of independence of 
polarization: Is the quantum object associated with the Kaehlerian 
polarization of M, identical with the quantum object associated with the 
Gelfand-Cetlin polarization ? In [3] we prove that the first of these two 
objects is the subspace I’, of V consisting of all vectors u E V, which 
transform as eia under the representation p restricted to T. In other words 
the dimension of V, is the multiplicity with which the weight a occurs in the 
representation p. On the other hand by (2.3) the quantum object associated 
with the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization of M, is a vector space of dimension 
equal to the cardinality of the Bohr-Sommerfeld set; therefore to establish 
independence of polarization we are reduced to priving 
THEOREM 6.6. The multiplicity with which the weight a occurs in the 
representation p is equal to the cardinality of the Bohr-Sommerfeld set 
associated with the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization of M, . 
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Proof Let A be a Lagrangian submanifold of M,. Then by (6.16) 
A, = n-‘(A) is a Lagrnagian submanifold of X. Conversely if A, is a 
Lagrangian submanifold of X which is contained in 2, and is T-invariant, 
then it is of the form x-‘(A). This shows that the leaves of the Gelfand- 
Cetlin foliation of M, are in one-one correspondence with the leaves of the 
Gelfand-Cetlin foliation of Z, . Moreover, by (6.17) leaves satisfying the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld criterion correspond to leaves satisfying the Bohr- 
Sommerfeld criterion. Therefore, the cardinality of the Bohr-Sommerfeld set 
for the Gelfand-Cetlin polarization of M, is the number of leaves of the 
Gelfand-Cetlin polarization on X which satisfy the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
criterion and, in addition, lie on Z,. By (6.14) and by (5.17)-(5.20) this is 
just the set of integer sequences ,u;“, 1 < i < n, 1 <j < n, which satisfy 
(5.17)--(5.20) plus the additional identities 
However, by (6.10~(6.13) this is precisely the dimension of the space of 
vectors v E V which transform with respect o T according to the character 
in e . 
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